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Do You Want to Transform Your Home To Be Peaceful, Functional, and the Best It Can Be Today?
â˜†â˜…â˜† Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited ~ An Amazing Bonus Right After The
Conclusion! â˜†â˜…â˜†Are you ready to transform your home into the optimal space it should be?
When you download Feng Shui: Wellness and Peace- Interior Design, Home Decorating and Home
Design, your home life and quality of life will improve every day! You will discover the first and most
important steps to begin cultivating the perfect home environment for you and your family.These
essential steps transform the complexities of interior design into the ultimate guide of home design.
You'll be happy you bought this a year from now as you will learn dynamics from yin and yang and
chi. Feng Shui: Wellness and Peace- Interior Design, Home Decorating and Home Design brings
essential â€œknow howâ€• about this amazing art form. You'll learn:What is Feng Shui All
About?Color Coding for Every RoomFeng Shui Principles for Every Room in Your
Home/OfficeChoosing the Right Set Up for the Feelings/Mood You Want Your Rooms to Evoke
Additional Elements that Lead to A Greater Flow in All Areas of LifeThis book breaks down
easy-to-understand step by step guide to feng shui. It starts from the very beginning of
understanding what feng shui and why it can be so important for your home and all other spaces in
your life. Download Feng Shui: Wellness and Peace- Interior Design, Home Decorating and Home
Design now, and transform your home for the better! Select "BUY" now for instant download.
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I knew a little about feng shui when I bought this book, but now I am thrilled to know so much more
about it. I have just bought a new house and will use these guidelines to make sure that chi is able
to flow freely through my home. The book goes into great detail about what direction each room
should face in a house and where the major furniture items and appliances should be placed. It's an
amazing overview of what you should do to make your home feel right and comply with feng shui
principles.

I've always been a big believer that the layout of the environment I work in has significant effects on
both my happiness and productivity. It was so relieving to hear that this was actually a 'thing' - a
tried a tested practice named Feng Shui that I had never heard of! This clarified many thoughts and
perspectives that I already had, and then gave me concise and actionable steps to improve and
apply proven principles to the spaces in my home. With a few small changes, I've already made
improvements to my living room and I'm feeling the benefits already. Overall, a good guide to
introduce you to the basic principles of Feng Shui.

I am fascinated by the principles of Feng shui, but have been confused by other books I have read
on the topic. This book is incredible! Whatever your level of Feng Shui knowledge is, this book is the
source. Read it cover to cover or just pick it up to answer one specific question. Learn how the
benefits of Feng Shui can change your life! Filled with wisdom and written in a beautifully simple
style.

I am never really a fan nor a believer of supernatural forces and stuff but my grandmother insisted to
consult and follow Feng Shui for my new house so I gave in to her request and bought this book.It is
very informative though. Not bad at all. It explains how the structure and design of your home is so
important to creating the peace that your home should bring you. It discusses how it can help you
with the process of cultivating a healthy, happy, and peaceful home that is designed specifically for
you. It is meant to leave you with the most proven and studied ways to home design and decoration
using Feng Shui. It also introduces Feng Shui, the basics, the misconceptions, the theories, the

principles, the innumerable benefits, understanding the bagua, how to get started, color guide to
every room and why, designing your bedroom, and lots more.The way your home is set up can
have a major effect on your productivity, happiness, and peace thus this book can help you with that
set up.

If you are interested in Feng Shui, this is the book to use. I have read a few Feng shui books and
this was the first book that makes sense and WORKS. Jasmine Wei is brilliant and know you too
can have success with her teachings. The author has taken the complex subject of Feng Shui and
created a completely practical and entertaining guide for bringing balance to our homes and lives.

I am not really a true believer in Feng Shui though I have heard a lot about it. But somehow, this
book has convinced me to associate the idea of Feng Shui in my own home. After reading this
book, I tried to rearrange my own bedroom, decluttered it according to the practice of Feng Shui.
Then, I noticed a relaxing and soothing effect as I stayed in my own bedroom. This must be the
effect of Feng Shui! Well, there are still a lot of rearranging that has to be done in my house and I
am planning to associate Feng Shui with it. And I am expecting to harness a positive energy as
described in the book. Whether you are a believer of Feng Shui or not, this book will greatly help
you in rearranging things in your own home.

This book brings up some interesting points with how the house should be designed and how it can
effect your well being.The colors for examples, a color of a room can definitely effect your mood.The
way the house is laid out can be of benefit to the person living there like the toilet below or above a
bedroom.Decluttering can help with your mind as a clean room helps you think more.Even though I
am not religious the spiritual side of this book helps with your mind.

It is very timely that I have read this book as it is a redecoration season and we arrange some things
and colors of the house for the holiday season for the new year. I always look for some feng shui
tips regarding the house decorations. This feng shui guide is a great help with me with redecorating
my bedroom and the tips are great. I will have a new bedroom sight with a balance energy set up.
This made understand better on setting up things and furnitureâ€™s with balance energy.
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